The Story of People: A First Book About Humankind

Educator Guide

English
• Write a story set in a different time in human history
• Prepare poems and plays on a chosen time in human history
• Retrieve and record information from different times
• Recount of the industrial revolution
• Consider and evaluate different viewpoints on farming

Maths
• Using roman numerals
• Create number problems set in different times
• The use of currencies
• Know and use simple measures

Science
• Growing plants and the shift to farming
• Looking after the environment
• Discovery of simple forces including magnetism and gravity
• Energy sources and an introduction to environmental impacts

History/Geography
• Hunter gatherers and early farmers
• Describe and understand mountains, rivers, volcanoes and earthquakes.
• The Roman empire and its impacts
• The earliest human civilisations

R.E./PSH
• Discuss different beliefs and religions

Art/DT
• Drawing, paintings and sculpture from different stages in human history
• Learn about great artists, architects and designers
• Understand where food comes from

IT/Computing
• Use the internet safely to research a chosen time in history
• Research, organise store and manipulate data on the size of human population.
• Recognise the uses of IT in the modern world

Music/Dance
• Different dances through history
• How music has changed through history

Other books in this series widely available online
The Story of Life, The Story of Space
The Story of inventions (Published 3 March 2020)
The Story of Climate Change (Published Spring 2021)